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Book Extract: From Chaloner Chute to Sir Loveban Lislebone

Long: A History of 16th Century Lawmen with Riotous Names

Sir William Whorwood (c.1500-1545)

Sir William was not only fabulously named but he was one of the most significant

lawmen of his time, acting as both Solicitor General (he replaced Richard Rich whom

we have described earlier in this book) and then Attorney General under the reign of

King Henry VIII.

Sir William’s father John, formerly John Percy , had been bestowed the

name “Whorwood” by Richard III in 1484 in recognition of his family ’s ownership of

a popular “Whoring Forest” near Kinver. Under the Foliatus Laws in the 1400s,

whoring in England was legal only in forests and other dense woodlands, due to the

lingering druidic belief that one would be safe from contracting venereal disease or

the sweating sickness if one did one’s business in and around native deciduous

foliage, preferably that of the European Beech. After the introduction of these laws,

intrepid entrepreneurs such as John Whorwood quickly snapped up most of

England’s European Beech forests and charged merry makers a hefty price for entry .
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Wentwood Forest in South Wales, though technically a dense woodland, was a

popular "forest of ill-repute" in 16th Century Britain.

Upon his father’s passing, the stable cash-flows provided to Sir William from his

Whoring Forest allowed him the security to concentrate on his legal studies. Sir

William took to the law with relish and his fantastic success as a lawman saw him

become a man of great means. Sir William ultimately bought the manor of Kinver

with Stourton as well as the rectory impropriate, quite a step up from the tree-house

bordello his father had once occupied!

Sir William was surv ived by two (2) daughters:

a) Anne who married a man named Ambrose Dudley who was almost certainly a

West Indian fast bowler; and

b) Margaret, who married Thomas Throckmorton, with whom we deal with in

chapter 7 .
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Artist's impression of Ambrose Dudley
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Bullstrode's Latin Phrasebook: Absens Haeres Non Erit

Absens Haeres Non Erit: Literally means that an absent person will not be an heir. In

legal usage, the phrase refers to the principle that someone who is not present is

unlikely to inherit a bounty .

As a firm believer in the veracity of this principle I spend a great deal of my time

attending to the death-beds of ailing roy als and wealthy but infirm socialites. In

1989 I famously travelled by air, land and sea for 3 day s without sleep to be at the

side of Hans-Adam II, Prince of Liechtenstein only to find the reports of the grav ity

of his illness had been grossly overstated and the good prince was in fact only

suffering a mild cold.

While my commitment to not running afoul of the doctrine of absens haeres non erit

has y et to result in me being bequeathed any real money or hereditary titles, I am

determined not to miss out such an opportunity simply because I was not present at

the relevant person’s passing. Y ou can't catch a fish without y our line in the water!
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Christmas practice by singing songs of praise to Jesus Christ like "Good King

Wenceslas" and "Whence Is That Lovely Fragrance Wafting";

b) Sitting down with y our family and reading aloud the dissenting judgment of Lord

Justice Denning (as he then was) in Candler v Crane, Christmas & Co [1951] 2 KB 164

where he bravely held that a relationship enlivening a duty of care to future

investors must be one where the relevant accountant or auditor preparing the

accounts was aware of the particular person and intended use of the accounts being

prepared; and

c) Getting heavily inebriated at Breakfast and appearing in the Waverly Local Court

dressed as Santa Clause while announcing y our appearance as celebrity raconteur

and barrister Mark “Touchdown” Holden.

Truly a glorious time of y ear!

Along with those time-honoured rituals, like so many hard-working Australians, this

y ear I will spend midnight on each of the 12 nights of Christmas reciting the last 60

pages of Ben Affleck's screen play for the Christmas classic “Reindeer Games” on the

steps of the Downing Centre. I find these public recitations are more than just an

important social good, they are a great time for reflection on the y ear that’s been.

2010 was a tumultuous y ear for y ours truly ; from the bitter lows of my unlucky (and

possibly unconstitutional) loss in Eden Monaro and the continued silence in the

mainstream media about my failure to be elevated to the High Court to the highest

of professional highs, beating Jonathan Sumption QC in a best-of-three-real-tennis-

sets match at my local jeu de paume club and successfully avoiding the inland

revenue for y et another y ear. Indeed a time to remember!

I hope that y ou also had a successful y ear on y our path to lawmanship.

To y ou and y ours, seasons greetings and all the best for a happy , healthy and

jurisprudentially conservative 2011.

Y our obt. svt.,

Bullstrode Whitelocke K.C.

May the road rise up to meet you.
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May the road rise up to meet you.

May your harm be reasonably foreseeable.

May the Court registry staff shine warm upon your face,

and complaints about your fees soft upon your ears.

And until we meet again,

May Denning MR hold you in the palm of His hand.
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A letter to Edward McGuire regarding 'Junior

MasterLawman'

Dear Edward Joseph McGuire AM,

I write to y ou in y our capacity as de facto programming director for Channel Nine,

with what I consider to be the most exciting telev ision opportunity since the second

season of William Cosby ’s ‘Kids Say the Darndest Things’.

With some considerable degree of interest, I have observed y our ongoing stoush

with y our rivals at Channel 10 over the past few y ears. I applauded when y ou

answered Channel Ten’s introduction of ‘Californication’ with Charlie Sheen’s

irrepressible ‘Two and a Half Men’. I gasped at y our audacity when Ten’s ‘Bondi

Rescue’ found itself up against Charlie Sheen’s laugh-a-minute ‘Two and a Half Men’.

And I marvelled at the way that y ou undermined Channel Ten’s gritty Australian

drama series ‘Good News Week’ with y et another round of Charlie Sheen’s half hour

long laugh-fest ‘Two and a Half Men’.

As I write this y ou are, however, possibly at y our lowest ebb. Indeed, y ou may feel

that no amount of cocaine and prostitute fuelled family comedy will undo the

damage wrought on y our brand by Channel Ten’s incredibly successful ‘MasterChef’

and ‘Junior MasterChef’ franchises.



and ‘Junior MasterChef’ franchises.

Fear not, Mr McGuire. Unlike Ricky Ponting when he considers who to throw the ball

to or the voters of My anmar, y ou have options available to y ou.

Y ou are all too familiar with concepts I have prev iously pitched to y our station

including “Sea Shanty Singing Bee with Uncle Bullstrode” and “Summer Clerks Gone

Wild” but one option that is available to y ou may just change the paradigm of

Australian telev ision: ‘Junior MasterLawman[1]’. Twelve contestants, aged between

8 and 14 compete to win Australia’s most coveted y oung professional title ‘Junior

MasterLawman’. Each week, contestants will be challenged to perform a feat of

lawmanship, to be marked by a celebrity panel comprised of Matt Preston, Mike

Whitney [2] and a full bench of the Supreme Court of New South Wales Court of

Appeal. My thumbnail sketch of likely challenges, in increasing order of

complexity /difficulty , include:

- completing an ASIC form 312;

- completing an ASIC form 484;

- drafting a design and construction contract in relation to a piece of major strategic

infrastructure between the hours of 10pm and 5am on limited instructions and with

a crippling hangover;

- entering into a sham divorce settlement to protect the contestant’s assets from the

skeletal hand of the ATO, evading ATO process for more than 3 y ears and ultimately

declaring bankruptcy , at all times without pay ing a cent towards public coffers;

- appearing in a High Court of Australia special leave application against Bret Walker

SC;

- explaining the rationale behind, and operation of, the Personal Property Securities

Act, with a particular focus on joint-venture cross charges.



A youngster discovers, too late, the dangers of the contra proferentem rule

One can instantly imagine families across the nation crowding around the telev ision

set every Sunday night, wondering if little Johnny will remember to include a

subrogation clause or whether plucky little Jess from Launcestion will ever

remember ambiguitas verborum patens nulla verificatione excluditur!

Obviously the merchandising possibilities are limitless. It is not unreasonable to

expect glossy hard cover books entitled “Comfort Drafting with Justice

Hammerschlag” or “Whitelocke and Preston: the Perfect Food and Deed Poll

Pairings” to cover the coffee tables of a Nation that cannot get enough of the show

or its unlikely , rapscallion stars.

Y ou are a simple man, Mr McGuire, and no doubt y our mind is spinning at the

obvious commercial possibilities presented by Junior MasterLawman. I will allow

y ou a moment to pause and reflect.

Agreed, an amazing idea.

If y ou are interested in pursuing this matter further, please contact me at the

address below:

T Bullstrode Whitelocke KC

Barrister-at-Law

Mosman, NSW 2088

[1] © T Bullstrode Whitelocke 2010

[2] Mr Whitney has confirmed that he would ‘appear at the opening of an envelope’

and that he would be willing to wear his referee’s uniform from ‘Gladiators’ if

required.
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Ask Bullstrode: What to wear to a Masquerade Ball

On the urging of the good people of Wollongong, I have decided to re-enliven my

much loved advice column, featured in the Society Pages of the Illawarra Mercury

in the 1980’s, entitled “Ask Bullstrode”. In its hey day , my column was the

Blackstone’s commentaries of the self-help world, answering any and all questions

posed by my readership on topics of importance to the people of the Illawarra,

including relationship advice and, of course, statutory interpretation.

If y ou have any problemn that y ou simply cannot resolve, like that of y oung

Jeremey Tompkins set out below, please do not hesitate to write me at Level 8,

Albert Bathurst Piddington Chambers, 17 7 Phillip Street Sy dney 2000, or at

bullstrodewhitelocke@hotmail.com

Dear Mr Whitelocke [K.C.],

I have been invited to a 'Masquerade' Ball which is being held at Doltone House in a

few weeks' time. Not having been to an event such as this before, and keenly aware

of the need, as an Officer of the Court, to preserve my dignity and decorum, I

wonder would you be so good as to give me some direction as to what I should

wear?

Many thanks,

Jeremy Tompkins, Randwick.

Dear Jeremy ,

Indeed a good, and important, question. Thank y ou for having the good sense to

have sought my advice. I first attended a masquerade ball at Palazzo Labia in Venice

in 1951, which was hosted by my dear friend and long time bocce rival Carlos “the

Jackal” de Beistegui. This was a surprisingly riotous affair after which I was wrongly

accused of all sorts of nefarious acts. Nevertheless, the tangible social and legal

benefits, and the endless possibilities arising out, of being masked in public were



benefits, and the endless possibilities arising out, of being masked in public were

made abundantly clear to me that fateful night.

Despite my profound enjoy ment of this form of recreation in my y outh, I have

unfortunately not been to a masquerade ball since Lionel Murphy ’s 40th birthday

party in 1962. That soiree was billed as the party of the y ear. Emboldened by the

spirit of the times, I foolishly attended disguised as the redoubtable 1920’s Country

Party Leader Earle Page. As was all too predictable with the benefit of hindsight, I

was immediately set upon and beaten viciously by environmentalists, hipsters and

other Labor Party apparatchiks. Since that time, I have frankly been too scared to

attend any event where I cannot be certain that such lowlifes are not in attendance

(the other edge to the double edged sword of being masked in public).

I do remain, however, Australia’s foremost expert on appropriate dress at

masquerade balls. In y our case sir, as an officer of the court, common decency

would demand that y ou strictly adhere to the dress code laid down by the 18th

Century ducal court of Burgundy . As I’m sure y ou’re aware, this will mean y ou

should wear a Van Dy ke beard, a venetian carnival mask and have the rest of y our

costume made entirely from flax and pitch. Presumably this is what y ou were

planning to wear in any case.

Kind regards,

Bullstrode Whitelocke K.C.
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Doing a runner from the Cab-Rank Principle

Recently , while haranguing my old sparring partner Kerry O’Brien about the

increasing sexualisation of ABC’s formerly family orientated “Songs of Praise”, Kerry

accused me of ‘play ing the man, not the ball’. He pointed out that my criticism of the

ABC and Songs of Praise was merely a politically correct way to pan the

embarrassing aesthetic decline of Aled Jones and the team, a soft target for a

populist rant if ever there was one. Not for the first time in the conversation, I

remarked upon Kerry ’s perspicacity and the fearsome orange glow of his head-

hearth, which in day s gone by would not doubt have served as an invaluable



hearth, which in day s gone by would not doubt have served as an invaluable

communication device between distant v illages in times of Viking attack.

Mr Kerry O’Brien, a constant bulwark against Viking attack

Kerry was, however, as alway s, correct. I was like a politician, railing against ‘people

smugglers’ instead of coming clean to the electorate and explaining that, in fact,

they didn’t care at all about a couple of Indonesians making a dirty buck, but were

kept awake at night by the fear that one day their coffee on Avenue Road, Mosman,

would be served by someone whose ‘single origin’ was, like the coffee, from

somewhere unpronounceable, causing them to make awkward jokes about long

blacks and Arabica beans while backing out the door.

As one would expect for a man of my seniority and media appeal, this was not the

first time that I had been rightly accused of this very v ice. Now, dear reader, cast

y ou mind back to the summer of ‘92 when I appeared on a special pilot edition of

Q&A on a panel comprised of Sir Gustav Nostle, Hazem El Masri, Lee Lin Chin and

Che Cokatoo Collins, to discuss multi-culturalism in the early nineties. As the show

commenced I immediately launched into a lengthy retelling of the development of

my famously successful tactic of demonising a group of indiv iduals, already

unpopular in the general public, in order to surreptitiously take shots at a political

sacred cow. Of course I am referring to my famous campaign against taxi drivers in

order to bring down the cab-rank principle!

Throughout history , the cab-rank principle has been the unspoken cormorant

around the neck of barristers the world over. This is because an unfortunate (and, if

I may be so bold as to suggest, unforeseen) bi-product of the cab-rank principle is



that y ou find y ourself hav ing to act for literally any one who finds their way to y our

door, regardless of how unpleasant their cause of action or personal hy giene! This

absolute nightmare, which my glorious forebear Bulstrode (sic) Whitelocke fought

so hard against in the 1600s, continues to haunt us today ! Well it did, until I took

matters into my own hands.

Bulstrode [sic] Whitelocke, a man of uncommon courage and benevolence

Throughout my career at the Bar I had spent many an idle Tuesday afternoon

reflecting upon how I could tear down the anti-competitive nonsense of the cab-

rank principle, without undermining my reputation in the community as a powerful

advocate of social justice and “the little guy ”*.

After considering this proverbial Scy lla and Chary bdis at length, it occurred to me

that if I launched a vitriolic campaign against taxi drivers, I could create a situation

whereby their passengers, the real cause of my discomfort, would simply not be able

to avail themselves of my sought after legal acumen.

I started testing the public’s temperature to this position on my weekly talk-back

radio appearances by letting it be known that taxi drivers are motivated by profit.

These human traffickers were demanding pay ment for driv ing passengers to their

desired destinations, often in amounts that would make Jonathan Sumption QC

blush, most particularly when coming from the airport or when the taxi had been

pre-booked!!



pre-booked!!

Understandably , the public didn’t like what it was hearing and the reassuring voice

of Uncle Bulli was there to keep stoking the flames. Slowly but surely I ramped up

my attacks until stopping cab-drivers and the ever-increasing arrival of their

passengers all over Sy dney became the most important and div isive political issue

of the day . This masterful political strategy culminated in me using my influence in

the NSW government to establish an offshore processing centre for taxi passengers

on Pitcairn Island.

With stage one complete, the second phase of my inspired plan was to ride the wave

of grassroots opposition to taxi drivers and their miserable human cargo by

announcing that I would read my professional and ethical obligations under the cab-

rank principle strictly . That is, that the cab-rank principle did not oblige me to take a

brief unless my prospective client had literally arrived by taxi. Furthermore, I

would only accept clients that arrived by means of a taxi that had been processed

offshore and which originated from the regional cab-rank in Pitcairn. I then created

a further (objectively fair but substantively unfair) criterion** by only receiv ing

clients between 3 and 4pm and 3 and 4am – the time where no taxis in the world

operate, not even water taxis from the South Pacific!

Looking for a taxi at 3pm in downtown Adelaide

In a matter of day s I was able to rid my self of the burdensome nightmare that was

the cab rank principle without ever having to say a bad word about the people for



whom I was meant to act!

As y ou can imagine, this compelling tale took up the full hour of the show and

thankfully neither Tony Jones nor any panellist (not even the usually effusive Ms Lin

Chin) were able to get a word in edgewise. I then, naturally , exercised the priv ilege

against self incrimination and refused to take any questions from the audience

whom I feared to be filled with unsy mpathetic hipsters and Mark Latham.

This legendary performance allowed the ABC to receive funding for a full season of

Q&A within only 27 y ears, a mere blink of the ey e in the scheme of things. The ABC’s

debt of gratitude to me remains, however, tragically unpaid.

* I had spent y ears as the President of the Senate Committee for Access to Justice

during my time in parliament and I was, at the time, particularly eager not be seen

to do any thing that would impinge on my chances of being elevated to the High

Court under the increasingly radical left-wing Labor Government of the day .

**My thanks to Emile Durkheim and Anatole France for that little pearler.
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The Rent is Too Damn High

As a y oung man, like so many of my friends, I had an informal profit-à-prendre (in

gross) over large tracts of land in Sy dney , from which I took natural resources, wild

game and briefs. After a time of this carefree existence I decided I needed to

establish a more formal base for my burgeoning legal practice. It was this desire for

a possessory interest in land that inspired me, in the late 1940s, to turn the first sod

on the ground that later would become Albert Bathurst Piddington Chambers in

Phillip Street. At the time, the standard rental arrangement with the James McGirr

New South Wales State Government was that if y ou cleared any land south of Bridge

Street y ou could rent it for 20 y ears for a literal peppercorn (being highly sought-

after at the time for their laxative qualities).

As y ou can imagine, the gross margin my Practice ran at in those heady day s of free



rent and relentless lawsuits over Victoria’s controversial success in the 1947

Claxton Shield was the envy of legal practitioners the world over.

Unfortunately since that time, through a slow and pernicious creeping death of

incremental hikes, the rent on my chambers has now reached astronomical

proportions. These day s I am literally liv ing hand to mouth while my landlord grows

fat off the fruits of my labour. This situation has become untenable and it is for that

reason that I am pleased to announce I have engaged my dear friend and regular

New Y ork gubernatorial candidate James McMillan as the collective bargaining

agent for the Barristers of Piddington Chambers to take up our noble cause against

Barristers' Chambers Limited in our forthcoming rent rev iew.
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Lawmen in Popular Culture



Lawmen in Popular Culture

I recently constituted a Citizens' Assembly , with the aim of reaching a community

consensus as to whether the Spectrum Plus approach to the characterisation of fixed

charges over book debts ought to be persuasive in Australian courts.

It was, understandably and like most Citizens’ assemblies held to solve incredibly

technical problems, a free-ranging and jov ial affair, that touched on many areas of

community concern about this pressing issue. In one of the many , many moments

of lev ity that punctuated the discussion, Geert van der Staiij, my Dutch neighbour

and a possible future 'non est factum' test case, remarked "Mr Bullstrode, why do

lawyers think that people like to hear them speak?"

It was a good question and one to which I spoke at length. While my response

largely centred around the growing acceptance of my controversial theory that

those in our society of higher moral and intellectual capability (lawy ers) are under a

natural law fiduciary duty to impart their wisdom on those around them*, minutes

22-24 were dedicated to the prevalence of lawy ers in pop culture. The highlights

were:

(a) Few people know that David E. Kelly was inspired to write ‘The Practice’ after

witnessing footage of me in chambers quietly reading a brief, sipping port and

consulting the CLRs. Ultimately , studio heads had their way and the pilot

episode ‘Bobby Donnell reads Perre v Apand Pty Ltd 198 CLR 180’ was replaced with

something boring about criminal law, sex and a law firm in Boston. Nevertheless,

many neutral observers are still struck today by the many similarities between

my self and Mr Robert Donnell.

I am struck today by the many similarities between myself and Mr Robert Donnell.

(b) The runaway success of an episode of “20 to 1” that I co-chaired with my dear

friend Bertrand Newton entitled “20 to 1 most outrageous uses of the rule in Foss v



Harbottle”. Apparently Channel 9’s switchboard lit up when the famous incident of

the Rolling Stones ratify ing an alleged wrong by simple majority on their 197 3 tour

of North America was listed as Number 1!

(c) An account of the statistically proven fact that lawy ers are deeply hilarious

indiv iduals. Consider successful comedians such as Tom Gleisner, James O’Loughlin,

Sean Micalleff, Judge Joe Brown and Neville Wran who all obtained their comedic

grounding via the time-honoured route of a bachelor of laws degree. The

relationship between legal learning and hilarity is, of course, not a recent

development. Indeed the Third Protectorate Parliament under the speakership of

noted legal humourist Chaloner Chute was considered the “Packed to the Rafters” of

the 1600s.

*While this may seem pure vanity , it is, in reality , an incredibly heavy burden to

bear. It regularly takes me more than 4 hours to traverse the 80 odd metres from

my Phillip Street Chambers to the Supreme Court, as I am obliged to lecture every

single non-lawy er I come across on:

(a) my many lifetime achievements;

(b) their many failings (based on my reasonably formed initial perceptions), both

remediable and irremediable; and

(c) the means by which any such remediable failings may be rectified.
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Law Society of NSW - Council Elections

Lawmen of New South Wales,

Commeth the hour, commeth the man. I am writing to y ou by electronic

transmission to ask y our support as I seek election for the Large Firm position at

this y ear’s Law Society Council elections. This email is unrelated to any I may have



this y ear’s Law Society Council elections. This email is unrelated to any I may have

prev iously sent to y our in y our capacity as a potential conduit of Nigerian financing

opportunities. For the avoidance of doubt, those offers remain open.

At literally any moment now y ou will receive y our ballot papers from the NSW Law

Society . Here is what I will stand for when I am elected to the Law Society Council:

a) The wholesale repeal of CLERP 7 , in all of its insidious guises.

b) The appointment of Wy att Roy and Justin Bieber to the Juvenile Justice Sub-

Committee of the Law Society of NSW.

c) Using the corporations power to overcome the High Court’s lamentable Octav iar

decision.

d) Convening a citizens’ assembly to resolve once and for all whether there is a fifth

category in Masters v Cameron.

e) Outlawing severability clauses.

f) Stopping jurisprudential waste and turning back the boats.

For those of y ou that are unaware of my many , many distinguished y ears as a

Lawman, I have set out below a brief ‘snap shot’ of career highlights:

· Career v ictories against Sir Garfield Barwick: 2

· Golden Gavel winner, 1945

· Internationally renowned authority on the training and discipline of hounds

· Author of Whitelocke: On Lawmanship 3rd Edition and countless other learned

texts, including ‘Mary Sidney Herbert: A Winsome Spinster’ and ‘The Separation of

Canon and Common Law: Eight (8) Centuries of Legal Madness’

In short, I will bring erudition, accountability, dignity and a detailed

knowledge of the training of hounds to the role of large Firm Mem ber,

which for too long has been dom inated by the vested interests of

solicitors who work for large firm s.

If y ou agree that these ideas are right for our time, then please vote for me in the

Law Society Council elections.

A faint heart never won a fair maiden. Be brave and vote.



A faint heart never won a fair maiden. Be brave and vote.

Kind regards,

Bullstrode Whitelocke K.C.

Knight of the Thistle, Order of the Companions of Honour, Knight of the Hutt River

Province, President of the Australian Chapter of the Stone Masons, 18 times

Heraclitus Society Man of the Y ear, The Leverhulme Medal for the application of

Heraclitus to Chemistry , The Roy al Guelphic Order, Knight Grand Commander of

The Most Eminent Order of the Indian Empire, Kaisar-I-Hind Medal, Officer of the

Order of Australia, Australian Antarctic Medal, Champion Shots Medal.

Albert Bathurst Piddington Cham bers
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Carry on Whitelocke, Openly

Way back in the 1950s, long before vacuum cleaners and Dr Phil ruined the work

ethic of domestic help throughout Australia, Sy dney was a very different place. A

largely lawless and agrarian city (much like modern day Adelaide), a good portion of

the city was covered by a mixture of ambitious pastoral lands and dense v irgin

bushland, teeming with abundant wildlife. Whilst scurry ing from chambers to Court

it was by no means unusual to encounter wild, lawless men or even game such as the

nail-tailed wallaby or the ever-aggressive Green and Golden Bell Frog on one’s way

to Court.



it was by no means unusual to encounter wild, lawless men…

For the obvious reasons it was essential to be heavily armed at all times.

In time, our habit of bearing arms for personal protection developed into the

genteel practice of barristers carry ing ornate pistols on their hips* at all times. In

these sty lish and practical day s the seniority of a barrister could instantly be

ascertained by the make and calibre of the pistols he carried and easy laughs could

be had at the expense of the many , many barristers with ‘double barrelled’

surnames! King’s Counsel would wear Colt .45s with carved ivory grips and were

alway s accompanied by a small team of specially trained juniors to carry and

operate light artillery on their behalf.

Having become so accustomed to being “packing heat” whilst striding about Philip

Street, I was shocked to learn that this practice had fallen into disuse in many

overseas jurisdictions**. Imagine my astonishment when, in the mid 7 0’s I

attempted to bring a semi-automatic rifle and a decorative stock whip to a party

hosted by Nelson Rockefeller and Henry Kissinger (for then president Gerald Ford)

only to be subject to the outrageous indignity of being asked to leave these essential

parts of my carefully considered outfit in the cloakroom. Luckily enough, the

furious and wide ranging tirade I unleashed at the doorman, which traversed the

Constitution, Boilermakers (I persuasively argued that Geoff the Doorman was

improperly acting as a Chapter III court), Magna Carta, the FIFA Laws of the Game,

the Destruction of Wild Dogs Act and the Gentoo Code, was overheard by the vast

majority of America’s right wing intellectual establishment who, moved by the

jurisprudential perspicuity of my arguments, focussed the furious power of their

legal learning into the matter. It soon became accepted that the Second Amendment

of the American Constitution ensured a right for all citizenry to not only bear arms,

but to be able to do so openly and without fear of molestation from the long arm of

the law. Over time, my principled stand on that steamy day in October became

known as the genesis of the “Open Carry ” movement.

Before long, the Open Carry movement swept America, returning the country to the



Before long, the Open Carry movement swept America, returning the country to the

golden day s of the 1820s where every citizen openly bore arms and all interpersonal

disputes were settled quickly and decisively . I consider the opening scene in “the

Last Boy Scout”+ to be the high watermark of this movement, a cinematic moment

inspired by the short period I coached Little League Grid Iron in Oakland, and

regularly encouraged my play ers to Open Carry during play off games.

Thanks to me, Americans, unlike Australians, can buy coffee in safety.



An Open Carry fishing trip on Lake Michigan

Sadly the liberties protected by the Open Carry movement have not found

widespread acceptance in Australia. These day s, it is regularly said that the right to

bear arms is as ridiculous as the right to arm bears. This statement continues to be

patently wrong and was made many y ears before my successful program of

conscripting and training koala bears to patrol mosman, protecting it against the

tide of Catholic boat people that would otherwise overwhelm it. Unfortunately

neither major party included Open Carry as a major policy item at the last election,

and in the many drafts of the proposed Bills of Rights for Australia I have criticised,

I am y et to see Open Carry receive even the most cursory of recognition. No wonder

our country is in such a state.

Of course, being the wag I am, although I am no longer permitted to Open Carry

firearms in Court, I continue to follow the principles of the movement in my own

way . The most obvious manifestation of this is my habit of ‘Open Carry ing’

prerogative writs. Rarely will y ou see me in public without an openly display ed

blank writ of mandamus sticking out of my belt. The threat is essential. Prevention is

better than cure.

* Ironically, in 1992 my impulsive decision to fire one of these pistols at Y oung J

proved the inspiration behind the introduction of the metal detectors in the New

South Wales Supreme Court. A further erosion of the right of Open Carry in

Australia.

** Not, however, in Indonesia where the colourful gun toting barrister Paris

Hotman Hutapae remains the paradigm of a modern warrior/scholar man of the

law.

+ when a troubled footballer who knows his rights opens fire on his rivals as they

try to tackle him.
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